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Mandrake of Oxford, United Kingdom, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 196 x 163 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.As our relationship with the world
unravels and needs to take a new form, The Wanton Green presents a collection of inspiring,
provoking and engaging essays by modern pagans about their own deep, passionate and wanton
relationships with the earth. Where do we locate the sacred? In a place, a meeting, memory, a
momentary glimpse? The Wanton Green provides no easy answers and instead, offers a multitude
of perspectives on how our relationships with the earth, the sacred, the world through which we
move are forged and remade. Phil Hine.Contents: Foreword (Graham Harvey), She said: You have
to lose your way (Maria van Daalen), Fumbling in the landscape (Runic John), Finding the space,
finding the words (Rufus Harrington), Stone in my bones (Sarah Males), A Heathen in place: working
with Mugwort (Robert Wallis), Wild, wild water (Lou Hart), Facing the waves (Gordon MacLellan),
The dragon waters of place: a journey to the source (Susan Greenwood), Catching the Rainbow
Lizard (Maria van Daalen), The rite to roam (Julian Vayne), Places of Power (Jan Fries), Natural
magic is...
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ReviewsReviews

This written pdf is great. It is really simplistic but surprises within the 50 percent of the pdf. I realized this pdf from my dad and i advised this pdf to
understand.
-- Mr . Milfor d Ja kubowski IV-- Mr . Milfor d Ja kubowski IV

Thorough guideline! Its this type of good read. It is really simplistic but shocks from the 50 percent from the publication. It is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Sa llie Wieg a nd-- Sa llie Wieg a nd
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